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CORBYN GAINING MOMENTUM AS KIM AND TRUMP ESCALATE TENSIONS
This week we had the Labour party conference, which should have generated a few light-hearted stories to lead with, but Jeremy Corbyn’s speech in 
Brighton was a mixed a bag. While a proposal to introduce rent controls was widely criticised, other measures such as a land tax have long been pushed 
by policy experts to boost house building. Another call to tax big business and spend more on public services will likely go down well with the country at 
large as well. With Theresa May never missing an opportunity to underperform, Prime Minister Corbyn might actually be a possibility.

Elsewhere the USA and North Korea seem determined to have a war. In something of an odd turn, the Americans sent sophisticated stealth bombers 
to Korea, only for their presence to be revealed by the President on twitter. It seems unlikely that Korean radar had picked them up, but obviously they 
haven’t taken the news well. While this might end up being the end of us all, there is something quite unsatisfactory about Armageddon being brought 
about by sheer incompentence.

US: TRUMP PUTTING ALL EGGS IN TAX BASKET 
Instead of circling the wagons on the back of several setbacks in Congress, President 
Donald Trump has doubled down and is on the offensive. On Wednesday, he made it 
clear tax reform is now his biggest legislative priority and finally unveiled the much-

anticipated plan. The tax framework document called for a cut in the corporate tax rate from 
35 per cent to 20 per cent; even though this is large it falls short of the 15 per cent election 
promise.  

While light in detail, the aim of giving businesses a leg up is clear over lowering rates for 
individuals. Tax cuts for multinationals have been specified with more detail. The other eye-
catching changes were reducing the seven individual income categories to three; repeal of 
estate tax; elimination of deductions for state and local taxes; non-US earnings taxes reduced; 
one off levy on accumulated offshore earning and top tax rate of 25% for smaller businesses. 
Following that, the dollar index was up 0.5 per cent whilst the dollar reached a multi-month 
high as Treasuries sold off and S&P 500 hit an all-time intraday high 2,511.75.

UK: TROUBLE IN THE SKIES AS MAY AND CORBYN TAKE TO THE STAGE 
This week we were treated to both Theresa May and Jeremy Corbyn making public 
addresses, with the latter guaranteeing “unrestricted access to the single market” 
under a nationalist Labour and the former aiming for “a deep and special relationship” 

with the EU after Brexit as well as praising free markets. 

Meanwhile on Tuesday, the US Department of Commerce imposed a 220 per cent tariff on 
imports of Bombardier’s 100-150 seat aircraft, following petitions by Boeing. Such a hefty 
tariff will have significant impact on the 1,000 employees of Bombardier operations based 
in Northern Ireland. With PM May “bitterly disappointed,” UK Defence Secretary Sir Michael 
Fallon also suggested 2016 contracts signed between Boeing and the UK Government could 
be “jeopardised”. Staying with aviation, Ryanair were accused by the Civil Aviation Authority 
of persistently misleading passengers as they revealed they would be expediting enforcement 
action against the carrier. This follows the Irish carrier axing a further 400,000 passenger’s 
flights after an initial 315,000. Ryanair share price would drop 4.32 per cent by Thursday.

EUROPE: SOME RESPITE FOR GREEK BANKS
Thursday brought some much-needed impetus to Greek financials as director of the 
International Monetary Fund’s European Department Poul Thomsen suggested the 
IMF could “see no financial stability concerns at all” for the Greek banking sector. This 

comes as a welcomed relief as initial suggestions in July indicated a need to update their 2015 
asset quality review by next spring.
 
Greek banks rallied on Thursday morning with Piraeus climbing 14 per cent, Alpha Bank and 
National Bank of Greece both rose 10 per cent and Eurobank gained 7.5 per cent. Bank shares 
helped raise the Athens Stock Exchange up by 1.65 per cent by Friday. Only last week, they 
had fallen sharply on the back of plans made to reduce their non-performing loans (NPL). The 
Bank of Greece has set a target of reducing NPLs to €67bn by 2019 and with their government 
granting several licences to distressed specialist businesses, the markets are anticipating 
increased activity in the coming months.
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